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Physico-mechanical Experiments on Various Subjects 1709

vivid readable and accurate these tales of landmark scientific inquiries include aristotle s work on the
embryology of the chick galileo s discovery of the law of descent newton s experiment on the nature
of colors william beaumont s work on the process of digestion j j thompson s discovery of the electron
and 15 others each experiment is appraised and analyzed in the light of subsequent events a brief
biography of the scientist and a portrait are also featured along with illustrations of the experimental
method and apparatus

Outline of Experiments and Description of Apparatus and Material
Suitable for Illustrating Elementary Instruction in Sound, Light,
Heat, Magnetism and Electricity 1882

chemistry is an experimental subject and what can be more stimulating than carrying out a
laboratory experiment where the results are memorable either by their visual nature or by their
tying together of theory this collection of 100 chemistry experiments has been developed with the
help and support of teachers throughout the uk each student worksheet is accompanied by a teachers
notes sheet which gives details for teachers and technicians on apparatus and chemicals timing context
teaching tips background theory and answers to any questions on the student worksheets classic
chemistry experiments is designed as a teaching aid to help communicate the excitement and wonder
of chemistry to students and is ideal for both experienced chemistry teachers and to scientists from
other disciplines who are teaching chemistry

Great Scientific Experiments 2002-01-01

experiments in physical optics for undergraduate and graduate classes provides the theoretical basis of
each experiment and describes the apparatus required and necessary adjustments most of the
experiments require only lenses prisms mirrors and polarizers and can be projected on a lecture
screen or viewed by television

Laboratory Equipment for Psychological Experiments 1907

reprint of the original first published in 1866
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Introduction to Experimental Physics, Theoretical and Practical
1875

originally published in the middle of the nineteenth century under the title electrical experiments
this book describes practically all basic electrostatic experiments demonstrations devices and apparatus
performed and invented since the time when the first electrostatic effects were noticed in antiquity
up to about 1850 the book is unique in its comprehensiveness and provides the essential details for
replicating over 400 electrostatic experiments and for reconstructing numerous electrostatic devices
unfortunately as is frequently the case with older books the original editions of franciss electrical
experiments belong to the category of rare books hardly accessible now even to research scientists to
say nothing of students teachers engineers amateur scientists inventors patent lawyers and anyone
else who may be interested in electrical science and in electrostatics in particular and yet the utility
of franciss book to a wide circle of readers is even greater now than when the book was first written
because electrostatics has now become a very practical science with many useful applications and
therefore for many persons a familiarity with its basic principles and techniques is now truly
important the purpose of the present edition of franciss remarkable work is to make it readily
available easily noticeable and appealing to as wide a circle of present day readers interested in
electrostatics as possible to achieve the second of these three goals the title of the book has been
changed from electrical experiments to electrostatic experiments the word electrical in the original
title perfectly appropriate in the middle of the nineteenth century when the book was first published
is misleading to present day readers the book deals exclusively with electrostatics whereas electrical is
now mostly understood as something relating to the electric current furthermore the word
encyclopedia has been incorporated in the subtitle of the book the scope of the book is truly
encyclopedic and to call it encyclopedia is perfectly justified to achieve the last of the above
mentioned goals the book is printed in an entirely new format originally the book was printed in a
very small typeface was difficult to read and its typographic quality was very poor the illustrations
wood engravings were very small the present format is designed for easy readability and pleasing
visual appearance the book is now printed in 11 points century schoolbook typeface one of the most
readable typefaces in existence all 148 wood engravings originally contained in the book are enlarged
both the paperback edition and the hardcover edition are printed on high quality paper for better
durability and ease of use the signatures are sawn together the hardcover edition is bound in
skyvertex a synthetic leather like material some words and terms used in the book have now either
disappeared from the english language or have acquired a different meaning therefore the book has
been now supplemented by a glossary explaining the most obscure or ambiguous words appearing in
the book furthermore taking into account that the most convenient presently known generator of
static electricity for performing electrostatic experiments is the wimshursts influence machine
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invented some thirty years after the publication of franciss book the book has been supplemented by a
description of this machine finally the book has been supplemented by some literature references

Classic Chemistry Experiments 2000

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain
imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is
culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving
and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the
original work

Experiments In Physical Optics 1970-01-01

experiments in physical optics for undergraduate and graduate classes provides the theoretical basis of
each experiment and describes the apparatus required and necessary adjustments most of the
experiments require only lenses prisms mirrors and polarizers and can be projected on a lecture
screen or viewed by television

The Boy's Playbook of Science; Including the Various
Manipulations and Arrangements of Chemical and Philosophical
Apparatus Required for the Successful Performance of Scientific
Experiments ... Illustrated, Etc 1860

a collection of experiments for teachers of physics in secondary schools the experiments are presented
in nine chapters covering the major areas of gcse physics and each experiment is prefaced by an
introduction covering the background in which the experiments are set also included are lists of
apparatus required risk assessment information step by step instructions on how to carry out the
experiments and specimen results

The Boy's Playbook of Science 1860

many of the earliest books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now extremely
scarce and increasingly expensive we are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality
modern editions using the original text and artwork
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The Boy's Playbook of Science 2022-03-09

engineering curricula are notoriously demanding one way to make the material easier to grasp and
more fun to learn is to emphasize the experimental or hands on aspects of engineering problems this
unique book is about learning through active participation in laboratory experiments and it
specifically aims to dispel some of the mystery so many students associate with the study of
thermodynamics and heat transfer in it the author presents a collection of experiments in heat
transfer and thermodynamics contributed by leading engineering educators the experiments have
been tested evaluated and proved successful for classroom use each experiment follows the same step
by step format which includes the objective of the experiment apparatus needed procedure suggested
headings and references the experiments use apparatus that is easily built or attainable among the
topics covered are heat conduction convection boiling mixing diffusion radiation heat pipes and
exchangers and thermodynamics the book will be especially useful as a companion to standard heat
transfer and thermodynamics texts

Electrostatic Experiments 2005

this book contains a collection of tried and tested chemistry experiments to be used in school
laboratories collated by ralph farley an ase member with over 20 years of teaching chemistry to 11 18
year olds the experiments are clustered into chapters each experiment starting with a list of the
apparatus required followed by safety information and step by step instructions on how to carry out
the experiment specimen results follow and the experiment section ends with backgroung
information together with some tricks of the trade which will ensure that the experiment is
successful

Easy Experiments for Schools and Families: With Homemade
Apparatus (1886) 2008-06-01

in many parts of the world there are limited resources for experimental work much can be done
with little or no equipment this source book prepared by the international union of physiological
sciences commission on teaching physiology provides some ideas for experiments of this nature there
are 62 experiments given in detail ranging from those requiring no equipment to those requiring a
little sophisticated equipment in addition a number of ideas are suggested for experiments which can
be worked out by groups of students together with an instructor to this is added some comments on
the sort of equipment which physiology departments should aim for as a minimum and on the use of
locally available species for animal experiments this book should help stimulate practical work in
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physiology not only in developing countries but also in community colleges and the early university
years in the more fortunate areas of the world request inspection copy

Experiments In Physical Optics 2022-01-27

this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually download a free
scanned copy of the original book without typos from the publisher not indexed not illustrated 1896
edition excerpt experiment 71 solar spectrum apparatus a tin dish a small piece of looking glass fig 15
nearly fill the dish with water and place it near a window in bright sunlight put the piece of looking
glass in the water in an inclined position so that a beam of sunlight after passing in an inclined
direction through the water will be reflected by the mirror forming an image on the wall obs the
image on the wall and name all the colors seen call this colored band the solar spectrum what is the
effect of the water on the beam of light what is the effect on the mirror can you explain how the
solar spectrum is formed compare the colors of the solar spectrum with the colors of the rainbow
when is a rainbow to be seen read about the formation of the rainbow gravity experiment 72
illustration direction apparatus a stone a piece of wood a string a hold a heavy stone several feet from
the ground obs the effect on the hand let go of the stone obs what happens b tie a small piece of lead
to one end of a string and hold the other end in the hand call this a plumb line obs the direction of the
string what causes the action of the stone call this force gravity what force acts on the string what is
the direction of this force what use is made of the plumbline give another name for this line in how
many places on the surface of the earth might this experiment be taken with a similar result explain
this experiment by use of a diagram representing a section of the earth by a circle read about sir isaac
newton and gravitation experiment 73 centre of gravity apparatus an irregular piece of cardboard
about i ft square a plumb line and a pin take an irregularl

Inductive Elementary Science with Inexpensive Apparatus, and
Without Laboratory Equipment 1896

excerpt from the study of electric motors by experiment containing sixty experiments that bear
directly upon the construction operation and explanation of electric motors together with much
helpful information upon the experimental apparatus required the advantage of the laboratory motors
described in this book is that they will do all that other motors will do and much besides for they are
designed especially for those who want to use them for experimental pur poses as a part of the
general study of electricity about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases
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an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we
do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

School physics experiments 2004

this book provides hands on experiments for learning about electricity and magnetism using simple
and inexpensive materials that can be found at home the experiments cover topics such as electric
circuits magnets electromagnets and motors the book is a valuable resource for students and hobbyists
interested in science and technology this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body
of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant

Experimental Television; A Series of Simple Experiments with
Television Apparatus 2008-05

the boy s playbook of science by john henry pepper published by good press good press publishes a
wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary fiction and non
fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be
read each good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e
readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high quality digital format

Experiments in Heat Transfer and Thermodynamics 1994-06-24

in shifting standards allan franklin provides an overview of notable experiments in particle physics
using papers published in physical review the journal of the american physical society as his basis
franklin details the experiments themselves their data collection the events witnessed and the
interpretation of results from these papers he distills the dramatic changes to particle physics
experimentation from 1894 through 2009 franklin develops a framework for his analysis viewing
each example according to exclusion and selection of data possible experimenter bias details of the
experimental apparatus size of the data set apparatus and number of authors rates of data taking along
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with analysis and reduction distinction between ideal and actual experiments historical accounts of
previous experiments and personal comments and style from millikan s tabletop oil drop experiment
to the compact muon solenoid apparatus measuring approximately 4 000 cubic meters not including
accelerators and employing over 2 000 authors franklin s study follows the decade by decade
evolution of scale and standards in particle physics experimentation as he shows where once there
were only one or two collaborators now it literally takes a village similar changes are seen in data
collection in 1909 millikan s data set took 175 oil drops of which he used 23 to determine the value of
e the charge of the electron in contrast the 1988 1992 e791 experiment using the collider detector at
fermilab investigating the hadroproduction of charm quarks recorded 20 billion events as we also see
data collection took a quantum leap in the 1950s with the use of computers events are now recorded
at rates as of a few hundred per second and analysis rates have progressed similarly employing his
epistemology of experimentation franklin deconstructs each example to view the arguments offered
and the correctness of the results overall he finds that despite the metamorphosis of the process the
role of experimentation has remained remarkably consistent through the years to test theories and
provide factual basis for scientific knowledge to encourage new theories and to reveal new
phenomenon

School Chemistry Experiments 2001

although text books of practical physics are now fairly numerous the demonstrators in physics of the
university of toronto appear to have found it impossible to adapt any of the existing ones to the
requirements of their students the same difficulty has been experienced in most english laboratories
partly on account of the diversity which exists between the apparatus of the various institutions and
partly because of the different aims of students working in them consequently nearly every
laboratory possesses instruction sheets either in print or manuscript which have in some instances
been edited and issued in book form the present volume is a case in point the experiments described
in the book are arranged in two courses elementary and advanced in the former of which weighing
and measuring light and heat are included while the advanced course consists of sound advanced heat
electricity and magnetism some easy experiments in electricity and magnetism might have been
included in the elementary course otherwise the selection is a fairly good and useful one the section
on sound contains figures and descriptions of helmholtz s and k nig s apparatus for various
experiments but many students laboratories in this country are unfortunately not equipped with
large electrically driven tuning forks and chronographs experimental details are sometimes omitted
for example in describing the use of the spectrometer as a goniometer the student is not told how to
focus the telescope and adjust the slit so as to obtain a parallel beam of light from the collimator in the
same experiment it is erroneously stated that the edge of the crystal must coincide with the axis of
the instrument whereas the two need only be parallel to each other if the collimator is properly
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adjusted again in calorimetric measurements errors arising from radiation between the calorimeter
and its surroundings are not very adequately discussed the calorimeter is supposed in all experiments
to alter its temperature at a uniform rate and matters are so arranged that the mean between its initial
and final temperatures is that of the atmosphere in specific heat determinations a preliminary
experiment is necessary in order to satisfy the latter condition and the assumption of uniform rise of
temperature is only approximately true even when the body under experiment is a good conductor
of heat the book is printed in a bold clear type and its illustrations are good it will be found a useful
addition to the laboratory bookshelf philosophical magazine

A Source Book of Practical Experiments in Physiology Requiring
Minimal Equipment 1991-05-02

featuring two hundred color plates this history of the craft of scientific inquiry is as exquisite as the
experiments whose stories it shares this illustrated history of experimental science is more than just a
celebration of the ingenuity that scientists and natural philosophers have used throughout the ages to
study and to change the world here we see in intricate detail experiments that have in some way or
another exhibited elegance and beauty in their design their conception and their execution celebrated
science writer philip ball invites readers to marvel at and admire the craftsmanship of scientific
instruments and apparatus on display from the earliest microscopes to the giant particle colliders of
today with ball as our expert guide we are encouraged to think carefully about what experiments are
what they mean and how they are used ranging across millennia and geographies beautiful
experiments demonstrates why experiment remains a contested notion in science while also
exploring how we came to understand the way the world functions what it contains and where the
pursuit of that understanding has brought us today

Physico-mechanical Experiments on Various Subjects 1709

this lab manual is designed to be used in a first or second year college physics course the experiments
are arranged to follow the order of presentation of the subject matter in many college physics texts in
most of the experiments the apparatus is of standard design as found in most physics laboratories new
to this edition are the experiments numbered with a d suffix in these discovery experiments
contributed by dr smith students are not told about the theory but discover it in the course of
completing the experiment
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Easy Experiments in Physics 2013-09

developing microscale chemistry experiments using small quantities of chemicals and simple
equipment has been a recent initiative in the uk microscale chemistry experiments have several
advantages over conventional experiments they use small quantities of chemicals and simple
equipment which reduces costs the disposal of chemicals is easier due to the small quantities safety
hazards are often reduced and many experiments can be done quickly using plastic apparatus means
glassware breakages are minimised practical work is possible outside a laboratory microscale
chemistry is a book of such experiments designed for use in schools and colleges and the ideas behind
the experiments in it come from many sources including chemistry teachers from all around the
world current trends indicate that with the likelihood of further environmental legislation the need
for microscale chemistry teaching techniques and experiments is likely to grow this book should
serve as a guide in this process

Novel Experiments in Physics, II 1975

get hands on with physics and learn how to construct physical apparatus and make experiments
under the guidance of experienced physicists this comprehensive guide is perfect for students and
anyone interested in the practical applications of physics this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work
is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

Novel Experiments in Physics 1964

written by the author of the award winning chemische kabinettstücke this book demonstrates over
80 enjoyable impressive and sometimes almost unbelievable chemical experiments for the classroom
lecture hall or home all the experiments are explained in full and have been tested several times such
that their successful reproduction is guaranteed grouped into several cycles water the color blue the
color red soles and self organization the topics are perfect for experimental lectures or school projects
detailed illustrations and the lively writing style make this book equally attractive to readers
interested in chemistry even if they are unable to perform the experiments
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The Study of Electric Motors by Experiment 2017-11-22

this book is a continuation of authors previous six books understanding advanced physical inorganic
chemistry understanding advanced organic and analytical chemistry understanding advanced
chemistry through problem solving vol i ii understanding basic chemistry and understanding basic
chemistry through problem solving retaining the main refutational characteristics of the previous
books with the strategic inclusion of think aloud questions to promote conceptual understanding
during an experimental planning these essential questions would make learners aware of the
rationale behind each procedural step the amount of chemical used and types of apparatus that are
appropriate for the experiment the book provides a fundamental important scaffolding to aid students
to create their own understanding of how to plan an experiment based on the given reagent and
apparatus it guides the students in integrating the various concepts that they have learnt into a
coherent and meaningful conceptual network during experimental planning existing a level or ib
guidebooks generally introduce concepts in a matter of fact manner this book adds a unique
pedagogical edge which few can rival this book is essential and useful in order for students to be
adequately prepared for their high stake examinations

The Study Of Elementary Electricity And Magnetism By
Experiment 2023-07-18

this book has been especially written for class xii students under 10 2 pattern of education according to
the syllabi prescribed by the cbse and other states boards this book will help the students in acquiring
correct skills in practicals and various techniques of all laboratory experiments salient features an
introduction to the book is given this describes the laboratory apparatus and instructions and
precautions for working in the laboratory simple language and lucid style adequate number of
illustrations to explain and to clarify the use of various apparatus used in the laboratory theoretical
aspects of each equipment have been discussed along with experiments in volumetric analysis both
the normality and molarity concepts are made clear li in quantitative analysis inorganic and organic
various tests have been given in a systematic way specimen recordings of experiments are given to
help the students to record on their notebooks viva voice questions have been included in each
chapter a fairly large number of investigatory projects covering various topics are given selection of
projects is carefully made which can be easily performed in school laboratory an appendix describing
various chemical hobbies is given which will be extremely helpful to the students for the
development of chemical hobbies understanding the basic principles involved and the chemistry of
various hobbies an appendix describing some typical chemical exhibits is also given this will help the
students to participate in the science fares organized by various agencies these experiments will
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cultivate interest among the students for learning chemistry an appendix each for the solubility s of
various salts atomic weights preparation of various reagents indicator papers and the first aid to be
administered in case of accidents is given the syllabi prescribed for class xii students under 10 2
pattern along with distribution of marks is also given

The Boy's Playbook of Science 2019-11-29

Shifting Standards 2013-12-20

A Laboratory Course in Experimental Physics 2016-09-29

Beautiful Experiments 2023-09-15

Laboratory Physics 1992

Physical Technics 1861

Microscale Chemistry 1997

Introduction to Experimental Physics, Theoretical and Practical,
Including Directions for Constructing Physical Apparatus and for
Making Experiments 2023-07-18

Spectacular Chemical Experiments 2018-01-17
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Experimental Physics 2014-03-04

Demonstration Experiments in Physics 1938

Understanding Experimental Planning for Advanced Level
Chemistry 2015-05-22
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INTRO TO EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS 2016-08-27

Comprehensive Experimental Chemistry 1997
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